Biron-Cegla-Safra Doctoral Fellowships
The Challenges of Democracy

The Amalia Biron-Cegla Doctoral Fellowship Fund and The Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics at Tel Aviv University are accepting applications for its 2023-24 doctoral fellowship program. The Center offers grants to PhD students who study the challenges facing democratic regimes worldwide (political, economic, social, and environmental) and the two fundamental pillars – rights and institutions – that work together to bolster democracy. We accept applications from all disciplines and fields of both the social sciences and the humanities (except law).

Grant Amount: $20,000

Candidates must be PhD students at Tel Aviv University after their proposal has been approved. The research fellows will be part of the Center’s research group and will take part in the Center’s activities. While in residence, the fellows are expected to dedicate their time to research.

Applicants must submit:

- Two letters of recommendation, one of them from the dissertation's supervisor. The letter will include information on the research project; its scientific contribution and its creativity.
- Summary of the dissertation research plan (up to two pages).
- CV, including a list of publications (if applicable).

Deadline for submission of all application materials: January 31, 2023.
Application materials should be sent by e-mail to: safracen@tauex.tau.ac.il

Additional information about the Center, research fellows and activities can be found at: https://en-ethics.tau.ac.il/